This paper details the novel design of a non-blocking in-plane microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) optical cross connect (OXC) designed and simulated with a new class of material known as the photonic bandgap (PBG) crystal for integration of device technology in optical switching and telecommunication applications. Particularly, silicon is the material of choice being investigated for the PBG MEMS device designed to address the objectives of achieving high optical performance with strategic exploitation for potential applications. Based on the physical and mathematical theories, the PBG and MEMS structures are studied and modelled. Simulations were carried out based on the plane wave method (PWM) and the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method to explore the benefits of integrating photonic crystals with MEMS technology to improve the performance of OXC devices.
Introduction
Photonic bandgap (PBG) crystal or photonic crystal (PC) technology is one of the latest innovations that has appeared on the ever speedily evolving optical technology horizon. From the invention of the laser in 1958 that first made the development of optics in communication, signal processing and sensors evolved into subjects of practical importance; subjects such as optoelectronics, quantum electronics and holography have since developed very rapidly with their main applications being: optical communications, optical signal processing, optical fibre sensors and optical disc storage. Being the enabling technology driving the development of the information society, the market potential for optics is tremendous. At the same time, the invention of dense wavelength division multi-plexing (DWDM) has led communication channel-count and bit-rate stimulated by demand for data-networking capacity to lurch upward. Riding on this trend, optical components are also rising in significance with the trend towards the increasing number and complexity of optical components [1, 2] being installed in the various networks.
For these purposes, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) optical cross connect (OXC) devices [3, 4] have been identified for its fundamental advantages in being able to exploit the benefits of free space interconnections and that of integrated optics. Indeed, MEMS optical technology holds the edge over many other types of optical control technologies such as electronics optics; bubble switching technology et cetera. Examples of these advantages include low loss; low cross talk; low polarization and wavelength dependence of free space interconnect schemes and compactness; optical pre-alignment and low cost of integrated batch process devices.
Another research that has emerged with high potential capability to achieve high performance is a class of material known as PBG [5, 6] , which is currently under intense research and development because of its exciting potential in its ability to affect the properties of a photon in much the same way that a semiconductor affects the properties of an electron [7, 8] . In 1987, two independent proposals for the possibility of realizing PBGs were pointed out with the objectives of achieving higher efficiency lasers and light localization purposes respectively [9, 10] . Although PBG makes direct reference to the word ''photonic'', this technology has a principle that applies equally well to electromagnetic (EM) waves of all wavelengths. At the same time, due to the scaling property, any PBG structure made at one length scale can be used to test for their counterpart bandgaps at another respectively scaled dimension without requiring any re-design.
In electronic semiconductor crystals, the band gap arises because electrons behave partly like a wave, and the electron's waves scatter off the lattice of atoms. Part of the electron's wave is scattered back in the source direction. For waves with wavelengths of similar dimensions to the characteristic length scale of the atomic structure, all the backscattered electron's waves can add up coherently such that the wave is reflected back completely, as if having hit a mirror. For an EM band gap, light is scattered by changes of refractive index and an interaction directly analogous to the electrons in semiconductor case occurs for exclusive periodic structures of varying refractive index. Hence photons in PCs have analogies of band structures in electronic crystals where a full band gap is formed when there is perfect reflection occurring over a range of wavelengths for any wave vectors. Such an effect can be exploited in optical systems where many obstacles still lie in the way of achieving the standards required of integrated photonic chips for large scale switching networks to be used in the ever expanding optical communication, sensor, optoelectronic industry applications.
However, an obstacle common to the generic optical devices and MEMS optical devices development lie in the frontier of waveguiding technology, which forms a fundamental component of photonic integrated circuits (PICs). Proper waveguiding mechanisms minimize Gaussian beam divergence loss; angular dependence loss and also lead to the ultimate goal of photonic research into achieving planar PICs, much like the integrated circuits (ICs) revolution.
The fundamental problem of waveguiding lies in its inability to tightly control and steer the propagation of light much like how electrons are steered nearly completely effectively through a metal wire. Hence, PICs cannot be made compact due to the large bend radius required to maintain a low loss waveguide. This critical radius can be illustrated as in the case of a multimode fibre as given by:
where n core is the refractive index of core; k is the wavelength used and NA is the numerical aperture of the waveguide. Besides this limitation in waveguiding turn radius, a photonic switching system also faced challenges in the area of achieving low loss large scale switching matrices. Although this problem has been previously addressed by the advent of high port count free space switching MEMS OXC arrays, such device relies on 3D precision controlled spatial mirror alignments, which is costly with reliability and packaging implications. On the other hand, the much simpler implementation of planar MEMS switch matrices fabricated most commonly with the deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) technique has been demonstrated to be of high reliability with advantages of low cost free space and planar integrated circuits as described above. However, such devices also suffered prohibitively high loss over large transmission distances and for multiple mirror reflections due to Gaussian beam divergence optical effects and metal mirror coating absorption effects respectively. Conceptually, such problems can be addressed by PBG for its abilities to guide the propagation of light and thus control transmission and mirror losses. In this paper, the different parameters affecting the performance of a PBG MEMS OXC device is investigated and detailed to address the various effects causing optical transmission loss. The study was carried out with the objectives of overcoming past constraints to achieve high optical performance for potential applications in optical devices.
Obstacles of in-plane optical micromirror switch
Traditionally designed in-plane MEMS switches are typically burdened with blocking states. Figure 1 shows a top down view of an in plane actuated MEMS 2 · 2 switch where the optical paths of inputs I 1 and I 2 can be altered by movement of the mirror in and out of the intersecting optical paths. It is obvious that there should be a total of two exponential 2 permutations possible with I 1 and I 2. However, only two sets of optical paths are possible with this configuration since the decision of one path effectively decides that for another. Hence, this limited the applications that such switches can be applied for and placed higher requirements on either supporting control systems or quantity of devices needed.
Besides the blocking topological disadvantage, traditional in-plane MEMS switches are also constrained by effects of Gaussian beam divergence and mirror absorption such that switch fabrics with fibres separated by distances larger than 62.5 or 125 lm suffered longitudinal loss of more than 1.2 and 3.5 dB respectively for the standard configurations of blocking and through states (higher than acceptable for Telcordia standards) for standard single mode fibres (SMFs) as exhibited in Fig. 2 . This was modelled based on the Gaussian approximation of the field both inside and outside a SMF [11] , which led to an analytical model described by equation:
Here quantities A, B, C and D are defined as functions of variables w T and w R , which represented the mode field radius from the transmitting and receiving fibres respectively; k, the propagation constant in the media between the fibres; n 0 , the refractive index of this media; k, the signal wavelength; Dh, the angular misalignment in the fibre axis; Dx and Dz the lateral and longitudinal misalignments respectively.
Apart from free space transmission, another feature of optical MEMS devices is that metal is often coated on beams to be used as mirrors for beam steering purposes. Such metallic mirrors enjoy the advantage of high reflectivity, but suffered from considerable absorption loss. Even though this is not a problem for simple systems, its use in systems of high power or multiple reflections is often prohibitive due to large absorption loss within the metal layers. Hence, this is a second constraint in achieving high port count MEMS optical devices. In the next section, a new device of a MEMS OXC is proposed to overcome these limitations. 
